FREFACK TO FIRST EDITION
Many parents, teachers, and other persons interested in
children have asked the author to recommend to them a
non-technical* accurate* and readable book easily applicable
to the ta.sk of child study and guidance. Difficulty in find-
ing such a book has led the author to attempt to write one,
in the hope that it will meet the needs of those students and
parents who are not specialists in psychology.
The many excellent books on child study and child psy-
chology now widely current have failed in one or more
respects to meet the needs of these individuals. In most
of these books the material is organized around topics
rather than around stages of development"—a fact which
makes application to a child of a given age difficult. Parents
and teachers deal with children of a certain age, not with
topt<\s such as imagination, memory, and reasoning. They
find difficulty in searching through chapter after chapter for
suggestions that refer to children of the age 5n which they
are interested. They can, however, easily apply to their
child chapters bringing together the facts thus fur found
to he true of a child as a whole during each period of devel-
opment* Physical, mental* social, and moral characteristics
all enter into the ordinary activities of children and accord-
ingly should not be sifted out and put into separate chapters,
but should rather be built into unified pictures of children
at the various stages of growth.
Some excellent; books include technical and theoretical
discussions which obscure rather than illuminate the ma-
terial as a whole for individuals of limited psychological
and biological backgrounds.
Other scientific and valuable books treat only one stage
of development, thus making difficult ^ study of the rela-
tionships of this period of life to the periods that precede
vtt

